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Iam sure you have all heard about the problems

in Tibet over the last few months and some of

you may be wondering how things are going there.

It’s been difficult to get news from the Ganzi area

and even more difficult to get into contact with 

people there. But from time to time some news

comes through.

In Ganzi, we heard that at the beginning of the 

uprisings, about 30 – 40 people were arrested.

News from May 15 told that about 1-5 people are

being arrested daily. These include lay people,

monks and nuns. However, we believe that the

monastery, nunneries and school are still function-

ing normally, but some nuns have been arrested in-

cluding my niece Sangye Lhamo. It is impossible to

find out exactly who they all are at this stage or

where they are. About 150-200 people in the Ganzi

area have been arrested since the trouble began.

About half of these are believed to be nuns, the rest

are monks and lay people.

It is still not possible for tourists or westerners to

travel into the Tibetan Autonomous Region or

other Tibetan areas at the moment. I tried to travel

to Tibet recently to check on the school and set up

expansion of the scholarship program, but I

couldn’t get a visa to get into China. I was told that

maybe I would get a visa later this year or next year.

I am not telling these things for political reasons,

but because I thought that some NJP supporters

would be interested in hearing how things are

going.

Regarding the earthquake in Sechuan, the quake

was felt in the Ganzi area, but was not very strong.

No buildings were destroyed or any serious damage

– a few people were slightly injured. Further east

in Tibet however, there was a lot of damage and

people killed, but not in the Ganzi area. 

From Geshe Sonam

IMPERMANENCEIMPERMANENCE
Nothing remains the same for two consecutive moments.
If you suffer, it is not because things are impermanent.

It is because you believe things are permanent.
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NNOTICEOTICE  OFOF  OUROUR A ANNUALNNUAL G GENERALENERAL M MEETINGEETING

ANDAND  AA S SPECIALPECIAL R RESOLUTIONESOLUTION  TOTO  CHANGECHANGE  OUROUR  CONSTITUTIONCONSTITUTION

Our AGM is to be held on the 10th of September at the 2008 at the
Diversitat Community Centre, 9 -15 Clarence St, Geelong West commencing at 7 pm

All members are welcome to attend but only financial members may vote.

The AGM will be followed by our normal Monthly meeting.

The SPECIAL RESOLUTION that will be put at the AGM is summarised below:

1/ Our current constitution restricts our support in Tibet to the Sangye School and Sangye Hospital.
We have since expanded our work to encompass Middle & Tertiary Schools plus a Scholarship program.
We also envisage setting up new medical clinics and expanding the provision of medical services to the
Tibetan Communities located throughout the Tibetan Autonomous Region in China.

To facilitate these changes we have:

� Replaced the references to Kusho Sangye Rinpoche with the Ganzi Committee who now 
manage all our activities in the Tibetan region of the People’s Republic of China.

� All references to the Sangye School & Sangye Hospital have been replaced with Tibetan 
community, Schools & Hospitals.

2/ We have also included two new rules in the constitution: (See Objectives 6 & 7)

� Any beneficiary who permanently emigrates from People’s Republic of China or India be 
deemed ineligible for NJP support.

� A beneficiary may only have one sponsor.

3/ We have also removed some references to the 
provision of Health & Educational services in India.
The NJP committee feels our Indian partners already
have these services in place and do not require our
assistance. (See Aims 5 -8 and Objectives 6-8)

To view the full document showing the amendments,
copy the following address into you browser:
www.njp.org.au/images/Proposed%20Constitution_Show-
ing%20changes_%20July%20%2008.pdf

We can also email you or post you a copy if requested.

For those financial members who wish to vote on the

Special Resolution but cannot attend, we can arrange

for you to have a proxy vote, just contact us.

We will commence the evening with the AGM 

followed by our Monthly meeting. All members are

welcome. It is a great opportunity to have a chat to

the committee. Come along and say G’daye

GEELONG WEST
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After returning home from the trip to Tibet in 2005,

my sister Robyn & I decided that we wanted to

sponsor a monk at Sera Je monastery, through the NJP

program. We noticed, after scanning the many photos

on the sponsorship page, a monk with very kind eyes,

and so began our sponsorship of Lobsang Tenpa. We

began writing to him and discovered he didn’t speak or

read English & he had only been at Sera Je for 3 years.

He was however able to get the assistance of other

monks to write to us.

After sponsoring him for a year, we decided that we

would like to meet him and so arranged to visit Sera Je,

during Losar in February 2007. Soyang had told us that

Lobsang Tenpa might like to meet us at Bangalore. I

have to admit that during the flight into Bangalore, I was

wondering whether every Lobsang Tenpa from Sera Je

would be there to meet us or none at all. But I needn’t

have worried because as we had finally emerged, near

midnight, from the airport building and the persistent

trolley attendants, I spotted a monk in the crowd and 

recognized him immediately. Lobsang Tenpa had also

brought his teacher’s brother, Thupten and their nephew,

Passang Dawa with him. We soon learnt that Passang

Dawa was on school holidays from Dharamsala and that

he also spoke excellent English!!

We set off to Sera Je the following morning and into the

sounds, scents and sights that are India – talk about 

sensory overload!!!  After a 5 hour drive, including a

number of detours to avoid road blocks created by

protesting residents of Karnataka, we arrived at the 

Tibetan Settlement at Bylakuppe where Sera Je is 

situated. We had suddenly left mainstream India and 

became aware of a much more peaceful environment

with Tibetan flags waving in the wind and the sound 

of the horns from the roof of Sera Je. We learnt the 

following morning that the horns were signaling Tamdin

Phurjel.

We spent the next week being shown around the 

settlement by Lobsang Tenpa and Passang Dawa, under

direction from Lobsang’s teacher and Passang’s uncle,

Geshe Jamyang Dhondup – Passang told us that his

Uncle is known as “Laughing Boy”, a very apt title.

The celebrations for Losar started soon after Tamdin

Phurjel with loud western music being played by most

of the houses. I would have to say that 26B was the 

loudest that I heard, it was really rocking. Rob & I, at

Passang’s encouragement, said Losar Tashi Delek to as

many monks as we could. We walked around and

through the Sera Je and Sera Mey settlement and 

visited the spectacular Golden Temple at Namdroling

Institute. We had most of our lunch and dinners 

at a restaurant opposite Namdroling Institute & in 

Kushalnagar. These trips involved the four of us 

squashing into the back seat of an Indian Tuk Tuk.

We had lots of laughs together, with Lobsang and 

Passang showing us how to play ‘Carrom’ – Indian 

finger billiards, played with discs. Lobsang is an 

excellent player and laughed just as much as us if we

managed to fluke getting a disc in a pocket. We also 

|enjoyed watching the monks, including Lobsang, 

|playing a game with the children which involved 

throwing a handful of walnuts into a hole in the ground,

from an increasing distance. The rules seemed to be

fairly flexible, and involved a lot of discussion between

the monks with the children getting very excited. We

showed Lobsang and Passang how to play Sudoku and

then attempted to throw a boomerang which we’d taken

with us, in a fallow paddock next to Lobsang’s house. It

became quickly obvious to Lobsang and Passang, that

we had no idea how to throw one.

Geshe Jamyang Dhondup then suggested that we take

Lobsang and Passang to Mysore and Bangalore for a

few days R&R before Passang returned to Dharamsala

and we returned home. We have never felt more like

mothers – I think the 'good' highlights for the ‘boys’

were the inner spring mattresses, room service, TV, 

potato wedges and electrical good stores. The 'not so

good' things  were accompanying us to Indian silk shops

to look at scarves and the long walk to the Mysore

Palace and Pizzas – they wanted to know who had 

invented such a ridiculous thing. One of the things that

we noticed about Lobsang Tenpa, during these few days,

is his amazing temperament – whilst we were getting

stressed about beggars etc, he would walk everywhere

with a relaxed expression and most of the time, with a

smile on his face.

Our trip was a success due to the help of Tenzing Drakpa

(Secretary of Sera Je), Namgyal (Manager of Yiga

Choeling) Geshe Jamyang Dhondup and his brother,

Thupten and especially Passang Dawa and of course our

very special godson, Lobsang Tenpa. – our world is 

definitely better because of him.  As Colin and Janeece

said in a previous article, they really do bring such joy.

I have noticed recently in looking at the NJP sponsorship

page, that a lot of monks are still unsponsored. I think

that the monks need help now more than ever, not just 

financially, but also to know that they matter and that 

people care.  Please help, if you can.

Sue & Robyn Duncan
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STUDENTS SEEKING SPONSORSSTUDENTS SEEKING SPONSORS

The Students and Nuns

live in Tibet. The kids

are from poor families

who cannot afford the

fees to educate them.

The Nuns live in seven

Nunneries throughout

the Ganzi prefecture.

The Monks are living in

India as exiles as most of

them have fled their

homeland in Tibet. A

large percentage of the

Monks in our program

live in Monasteries in

Southern India.
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MONKS and NUNSSEEKING SPONSORSMONKS and NUNSSEEKING SPONSORS

If you wish to
sponsor a Monk,
Nun or Student
for as little as a

50c a day,
please contact
us. Our details
are on the front

page.
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GOODBYE! My wife Janeece & I decided 9 months ago

that we would not be seeking re-election as Secretary &

Treasurer at this years AGM. It is a decision that we have

not taken lightly and would like to say a huge thanks to

everyone involved with NJP. The work has brought us into

situations that we would never have dreamt possible and has

been enormously rewarding. A highlight for Janeece was the opportunity to make a presentation to His

Holiness the Dalai Lama. After overcoming some nerves, she will never forget the experience. One of my

highlights has been driving the Monks from the Sacred Footsteps Tours around Australia. Being on the

road for up to 3 months at a time, I made some life long friendships with most of them. I still receive phone

calls in the middle of the night from India and Nepal.

We will miss NJP and the interactions with all the different people involved.  It hasn’t always been easy

especially with trying to communicate with our partners in Tibet due to the language difficulties and now

the communications clamp downs. My only regret is not being able to achieve Tax Deductibility due to

lots of reasons. The incoming Secretary & Treasurer will continue to pursue this aspect after a settling in

period and we will offer them any help we can.

I look forward to some serious gardening and blokey stuff whilst Janeece is enjoying working as a 

administrator in the disability field. Finally we would like to thank all our fantastic sponsors and donors

for your unwavering support and friendship over the years. It has been a pleasure working with you all. 

Janeece & Colin Kelsall

Treasurer’sreasurer’s

TriviaTrivia

WHAT HAPPENS TO MY SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTSWHAT HAPPENS TO MY SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS

The following article tries to explain in simple terms how NJP manages your sponsorship payments.
The payments for all the beneficiaries are sent to our International Partners every 6 months. (Jan & Jul)

Payments received from the sponsors in Jan-Jun are sent in Jul & the Jul-Dec payments are sent in Jan.

MONKS: Located in India.

The total for the 6 months contributions are calculated and a 3% administration fee is deducted to cover

NJP’s expenses. Payments are sent by Bank Draft in Indian Rupee’s via registered mail to our India 

partners. (Committee of 3). A list detailing the totals each Monk is to receive is also sent with the monies.

The monies are written into a ledger crediting each of the beneficiaries with the monies. General expenses

are deducted for power, gas, and other common expenses. The monks can access the monies when and if

required. Commonly, they buy fresh food & vegetables to supplement their monastery provided meals

and buy books, stationary items, and gifts for their teachers. The list that we send over also contains the

updated information on their sponsors details.

STUDENTS & NUNS

A bit of background concerning the situation in Tibet. From 2008, we set up a new committee of three to
manage all of our programs there. Known as the Ganzi Committee. They have committed to providing us
with the reports we were unable to obtain from Kusho Sangye Rinpoche who previously managed our 
programs. They will also acknowledge receipt of gifts sent to your beneficiaries. With the current lockdown,
we have been unable to communicate with them and are waiting for the situation to ease before sending
the Jan-Jun sponsorship payments. 

STUDENTS: Located in Tibet.

The Chinese Government does subsidise the school fees but the poorer Tibetan families are unable to
pay the difference and still reply on our sponsorship program to put their children through school.

SCHOOL STRUCTURE:

Primary school, Years 1 – 6. (6 years)

Middle school, Years 7 – 9. (3  years)

High school, Years 10 – 12. (3 years)

University, Years 13 – 16. (3-4 years) 
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The total for the 6 months student sponsorship contributions are calculated and a 3% administration

fee is deducted to cover NJP’s expenses. Payments are sent via Electronic Transfer in Yuan from the

Bank of China to our Ganzi Committee. A list detailing the totals each Student is to receive is also sent

with the monies along with their updated Sponsors details. The Ganzi committee distributes the monies

to all students in the NJP sponsorship program so they all have an equal opportunity to an education. 

This means those kids who are in our sponsorship program who do not have a sponsor, will not miss out.

The university students who are in receipt of a NJP Scholarship, receive all the monies their sponsor 

contributes to them.

NUNS: Located in Tibet.

The total for the 6 months contributions are calculated and a 3% administration fee is deducted to cover

NJP’s expenses. Payments are sent via Electronic Transfer in Yuan from the Bank of China to our Ganzi

Committee. A list detailing the totals each Nun and Nunnery is to receive is also sent with the monies

along with the updated information of their sponsors details. The monies are given to the Abbot of each

nunnery who manages it to provide for the needs of  all the Nuns at the Nunnery. This means that any

Nuns who do not have sponsors are also supported.

IN SUMMARY: We would like to think the system we have in place which has been developed from

years of trial and error is a fair one that gets the aid to where its needed despite several difficulties. The

main difficulties we face are distance, language plus the political situation. We have every confidence

in our International partners who are dedicated to managing their end according to our wishes.

The only reason that it works as well as it does 

improving the lives of hundreds of Monks, Nuns &

Students is because of you the Sponsors and Donors. 

Our sincere thanks to you for all your support over

the years.  

Nying-Jey Projects Committee

DOWNLOAD THE NEWSLETTER IN GLORIOUS
COLOUR DIRECTLY FROM OUR WEBSITE

www.njp.org.au

Sponsorship

Statistics

August 2008

Total Nr In

Program

Total Being

Sponsored

Total Seeking

Sponsorship

NUNS 179 150 29

MONKS 326 220 106

STUDENTS 215 173 42


